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email marketing: learning from the leaders
Today email marketing is an essential communication tool for every business owner and marketing manager.
No longer new technology, email marketing now integrates with our mobile devices and social media channels.
Most businesses recognize the importance of email marketing as a cost-effective technique for attracting new
customers and increasing sales. However, even seasoned pros are constantly challenged on how to make their
campaigns more effective, factoring in creative concept, a targeted list, relevant subject lines and content, and
a compelling design and call to action.
Despite the myriad of digital marketing options, it’s important to keep one key goal in mind. At the end
of the day, we need to cut through the clutter and connect with the customer. And email marketing is a
powerful, direct channel for doing so. A successful email campaign begins a two-way dialogue that builds a
deeper relationship with your client base, prompting response, and, through campaign analysis and reporting,
provides insight into customer behavior. So you truly get a window into what makes your market tick.
Whether you’re just starting out with your first campaign to a small client base or have been at email
marketing since the dot com boom, using sophisticated CRM software and test versus control campaigns, this
ebook is for you. In the pages that follow, we’ve included dozens of email marketing examples from some of
the world’s best known brands. So you can study Fortune 500 email marketing best practices up-close, gain
design inspiration, and glean strategies and tactics that you can apply to your own campaigns.
Now how are your email campaigns doing?
Put an email marketing expert on your team. We can help you from concept, to copywriting, to list sourcing, to
design and deployment.
Check out napkin marketing’s complete email marketing solutions.
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b2b email samples
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•
•
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aberdeen group
vistaprint
klout
stock layouts
facebook

b2b email samples
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aberdeen group

Subject line: Register Today to Join Us on June 12
Date: Friday, June 8, 2012 | Time: 11.01 am EST
Brand: Aberdeen Group | Industry Category: B2B, Events
Email type: Invitation
Review: Nowadays clients expect your promotional events – be they live, or online – to be as digital and
seamlessly integrated as the rest of your communications. And an effective webinar promotion email can
mean the difference between a mediocre turnout or a lead generation triumph.
Aberdeen Group specializes in lead generation via webinars. In this email, Aberdeen promotes its upcoming
free webinar on retail and consumer markets. Here, Aberdeen follows a tried-and-true communication formula
for email marketing for webinars: i) a pre-event email with links to a registration landing page, ii) a seamless
online registration process and iii) a pre-event reminder to registered attendees. Post event, as a seasoned
email marketer and event planner, Aberdeen will also email webinar attendees to a) say “thank you for
attending” and b) contact those who may have missed the event and who may want to access post event
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information and collateral. These post event sites are prepared in advance by the marketing team. An event
website may include post event materials such as presentation slides, videos, or photos. The result: an active,
engaged “warmed up” audience, who is then ready for the next stage of communication: up-selling Aberdeen
paid reports and research/ consulting services.

b2b email samples
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vistaprint

Subject line: Smart ideas and great savings for you!
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 | Time: 7:13 AM EST
Brand: Vistaprint | Industry Category: B2B, Printing
Email Type: Retention - promotion
Review: Printing has always been a competitive business. But printers who create a niche for themselves in
specific markets tend to be more profitable. Vistaprint has carved out that niche for themselves in small
business printing and promotional products. In this email offer to previous customers, Vistaprint offers special
discount pricing on its specialty print and promotional products. Price points and calls to action, as well as
attractive product pictures, with ideas for marketing collateral, are clearly laid out. The email subject line also
attempts an educational tone, pitching “ideas” for business, rather than commoditized printing products. The
email smartly emphasizes ease of use with “Free uploads” of images, and addresses fear of shipping costs (one
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of the main challenges of using Vistaprint, versus a local printer) by reminding their Canadian readers that their
products are packed and shipped in Canada.

b2b email samples
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klout

Subject line: Klout for iPhone: Your influence to go
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 | Time: 5:28 PM EST
Brand: Klout | Industry Category: B2B, Web Technology
Email Type: Social Media Promotion, Informational
Review: In this personalized email, Klout notifies its subscribers that they can now use Klout through its new
iPhone app. Klout users are famously addicted to checking their social media score, and a mobile app is a
natural experiential extension of the social influence rating service. The benefits and call to action are clearly
outlined and the messaging is simple and direct. The addictive nature of checking your Klout score (and then
being either rewarded or discouraged by up and down fluctuations), encourages readers to click the
“download now” or “give it a go” call-to-action buttons and links at the bottom. The email layout is also well
optimized, so that users who have images turned off in their email client can still easily read the content.

b2b email samples
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stock layouts

Subject line: Final Day! Summer Savings 30% off
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012 | Time: 2:23 AM EST
Brand: Stock Layouts | Industry Category: B2B, graphic design
Email Type: acquisition/ retention – promotional
Review: Stock Layouts sends out regular weekly promotions highlighting their latest template design releases.
This seasonal promotion offers “bulk discounts” during the summer, typically a slow sales time for marketing
and design related products such as those offered by the company. The fresh, colorful graphics are eyecatching and the 30% discount offer jumps right off the page. The “final day, don’t miss out” headline, as well
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as the “buy now” buttons are immediate calls to action. If you’re in the market for template designs, Stock
Layouts makes its email offer seems like a no-brainer.

b2b email samples
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facebook

Subject line: Kick start Napkin Marketing
Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 | Time: 1:27 AM
Brand: Facebook| Industry Category: B2B
Email Type: B2B, Retention
Review: With more than one billion active users, the obsession that is Facebook doesn’t look like it will wane
any time soon. That’s why savvy business owners are frantically trying to figure out how to effectively tap into
the social networking site as a means for marketing its products and services. Facebook, in trying to grow its
users and its function, continues to court businesses to set up profiles and use the site as a marketing tool.
This email gets right to the point, identifying a business that has not logged into Facebook recently and
offering tips on how to make the page more dynamic by adding quick things that can build interest. We see a
very simple creative execution here, much in line with Facebook’s regular notification emails, with
customization on both the individual recipients name and the company name – something many b2b emailers
surprisingly fail to do (especially when the company name pops out of the inbox for most business owners).
Fabebook also offers links to get valuable information and best practices to help business owners be more
successful on Facebook.
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health and beauty email samples
•
•
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nivea
sephora
chanel

health and beauty email samples
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nivea

Subject Line: Get a free sample of new NIVEA Touch of Cashmere
Date: Saturday, July 14, 2011 | Time: 1.59 PM EST
Brand: Nivea | Industry Category: Consumer Packaged Goods, Beauty and Skin Care Products
Email type: Acquisition: coupon
Review: Nivea is adding a new body wash product – Touch of Cashmere – to its established beauty and skin
care line and offering customer a free sample and coupon. Beauty product consumers want to know how your
product will help them look and feel better, so it’s important to differentiate your product from others on the
market and Nivea does this by touting its new breakthrough Hydra IQ technology. Nivea understands that a
new product at a discounted price point is not always enough to draw in the consumer. Product sampling is an
effective way for a company to market a new product and can ease a consumer’s hesitation to commit to
making a purchase. The email call to action – a free sample and coupon – is prominent and easy to act upon.
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The Nivea email design is very consistent with their overall brand and packaging aesthetic, something CPG
companies should always keep in mind with their email campaigns.

health and beauty email samples
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sephora

Subject line: Free. Full size. For you
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2012 | Time: 10:58 AM EST
Brand: Sephora | Industry Category: Consumer Packaged Goods, Cosmetics, Beauty Products
Email Type: Acquisition, sweepstakes
Review: This Sephora email has it all. To drive online sales, Sephora offers its loyal beauty consumers an
enticing prize –a contest entry for a trip for two to fashionable LA, as well as a free full-size eye shadow
sample, as part of their summer specials flyer. Promotional contests can be a dynamic and effective way to
market a product or service while increasing sales and brand awareness. By teaming up with Urban Decay,
Sephora is able to offer a fabulous promotional prize while at the same time cross marketing the Urban Decay
eye shadow collection. Sephora’s email also features exclusive new summer arrivals with easy click-throughs
to make a purchase online. And, the email teases consumers with 15 days of beauty thrills, enticing recipients
to return each day to find more deals and winning opportunities. The email layout, while somewhat busy,
draws in the reader with product images and “don’t miss” offers. Sephora also ups the “giveaway ante” by
offering a full size cosmetics sample, something most competitors wouldn’t dream of doing. Sephora knows
their market and every glamazon out there will know this great value when they see it! This is a true homerun
email.
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chanel

Subject line: Complementary shipping + the new limited-edition CONTRASTES ESSENTIELS DE CHANEL
Collection
Date: Friday, October 12, 2012 | Time: 12:04 PM
Brand: Chanel| Industry Category: Retail, Health and Beauty
Email Type: Product Launch/Offer
Review: Nothing says high fashion more than the Chanel brand name. And the commercial success of its
perfume lines flows easily into its other beauty offerings. Here, Chanel introduces its new limited-edition
Constrastes Essentiels make up collection. With rich photography highlighting the new, luxurious color
collection, Chanel visually grabs the reader’s attention. Keeping with its haute couture image, Chanel here
uses sophisticated copy to support the visual graphics. The use of “complementary” in lieu of “free,” and
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promoting its “chic presentation” is meant to speak directly to its affluent customer base. Driving home that
this collection is THE latest in fashion, the email clearly points out that these products were featured in a
recent high fashion show. A simple and elegant “Shop Now” button draws readers into the full online catalog.
New, limited-edition products, plus complementary shipping, make a compelling sales pitch in this email.
Where this email does fall flat is having image based, instead of scrollable text. If the user has images turned
off in their email client, they will miss the well placed copy. However, Chanel does address this with links at the
top to view the email in a mobile device or a web browser – options not provided by most email marketers.
Tres Bien, Chanel!
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entertainment email samples
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disney

Subject Line: Watch the trailer of the Disney’s NEW film, Wreck-it-Ralph
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2012 | Time: 5:08 PM EST
Brand: Walt Disney | Industry Category: Entertainment, Motion Pictures
Email type: Informational, acquisition
Review: Dollars spent on marketing a movie often rival the actual cost of making the film itself. With the
introduction of social networking, movie marketing has gone viral and is taking “word of mouth” advertising to
the next level. Here, Disney, one of the world’s most recognized brands, promotes their upcoming old-school
arcade adventure movie “Wreck it Ralph” with a preview trailer clip embedded in a simple promotional email.
A quick link to the trailer gets movie-goers geared up for the movie’s release and its very visible “In theaters
November 2” tagline lets you mark your calendar so you don’t miss out on the next big Disney hit. The email’s
main purpose is to attract attention to the trailer to drive future ticket sales. The only thing missing from the
email is some sort of “forward this email to the Disney fan in your life” call to action to increase the
conversation.
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financial and insurance email samples
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national angel capital corporation
met life
new york life
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national angel capital organization

Subject Line: Call for Companies: Apply to present at the 2011 National Angel Summit
Date: Friday, October 21, 2011 | Time: 12:28 PM
Brand: National Angel Capital Organization | Industry Category: Financial
Email Type: acquisition, invitation
Review: You’d think it would be easy to give away money! But even Angel Investors need to advertise. With
this email, National Angel Capital Organization invites entrepreneurs and business owners seeking a second
round of financing to apply for a spot to present at their Follow-On Investment Forum (FOIF) at the 2011
National Angel Summit. Angel investing has long been a crucial source of financial support for new and
growing businesses. And finding the right investors can make the difference between success and failure for a
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new start up. NAC’s email pitch is simple: Access to funding. Its 2011 summit offers access to the right
contacts and the right funds to move an entrepreneurial idea forward. NAC makes great use of testimonials,
effectively building trust and lending credibility to the organization as well as the event. The email also
includes a clear call for recipients to forward the e-mail to other interested start-ups to increase its reach.
One area this email may be able to improve upon is the main graphic – apparently the shadow of an angel
(angel investor, get it?). It’s a little too subtle for the casual email skimmer. We’d prefer to see an image here
that more directly shows start-ups the “money shot,” selling the benefits of the conference with greater clarity.

financial and insurance email samples

met life

Subject Line: Outlook on Benefits: The importance of having an emergency action plan
Date: Monday, May 7, 2012 | Time: 4:30 PM EST
Brand: MetLife | Industry Category: Insurance
Email Type: Retention Newsletter
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Review: MetLife’s newsletter focuses on selling group plans to HR managers and business group benefits
supervisors, with content focused on business decision making and how HR managers can help employees.
Content is king when it comes to enewsletters and MetLife does an outstanding job of offering timely
information to its core audiences, supplied by true industry leaders. A content heavy format can often be
cumbersome, but MetLife clearly separates topics with introduction paragraphs and a link to “read more”
about a topic of interest. MetLife puts to good use its recognizable Snoopy mascot as the only visual graphic in
the email. The email also gives its subscribers a chance to get engaged in the conversation by offering an
opportunity to join in a conversation with one’s peers, through Met Life’s Q&A forum. This newsletter aims to
provide valuable information to a specific audience – HR and benefits gurus – and delivers the goods.
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new york life

Subject Line: A new convertible or a life insurance policy?
Date: Monday, April 30, 2012 | Time: 7:43 PM
Brand: New York Life | Industry Category: Insurance
Email type: newsletter, acquisition
Review: The tough sell. In this consumer-targeted insurance enewsletter, New York Life focuses on providing
well-timed insurance information, as well as driving the all-important sales leads to agents. Life insurance can
be a tough sell. Getting people to act on something so easily put on the back burner is a challenge. But New
York Life makes a unique pitch by gearing most of the content specifically to a male audience with emotionbased articles such as “A new convertible or a life insurance policy,” and “Why single fathers need life

financial and insurance email samples
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insurance.” The email offers focused, relevant educational content with several opportunities contact an agent
and connect via social media outlets . The right fonts and graphics give this template a clean, easy to read
design.
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not for profit email samples
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•

big brothers big sisters
americares
kiva

not for profit email samples
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big brothers big sisters

Subject line: Your June 2012 update
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2012 | Time: 1:08 PM EST
Brand: Big Brothers Big Sisters | Industry Category: Not for Profit
Email Type: member newsletter, retention: promotional, cause marketing, retention: incentive
Review: It’s important for non-profit organizations to build strong relationships with their donors, not just
when a giving campaign is on, but all year round. Enter the not-for-profit enewsletter, which should be a
staple for all not-for-profits nowadays. Enewsletters give not-for-profits a low-cost and very effective tool to
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regularly communicate with its stakeholders, keeping the organization and its mission “top of mind”, in the
minds of the donors that keep the lights on at charities and non-profits. With their well-executed enews
shown here, Big Brothers Big Sisters uses its passionate “Start Something™ campaign as the backdrop to
providing its subscribers with news updates , including upcoming political activities and a new partnership with
a Native American advocacy group. The enewsletter is personalized to each subscriber and offers a nice
balance of news/notes, as well as opportunities to get involved, donate money, and spread the word about its
good works.
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americares

Subject Line: Last days to TRIPLE your support
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 | Time: 8:00 AM
Brand: AmeriCares | Industry Category: Not for Profit
Email Type: Cause marketing
Review: Americares provides disaster relief and humanitarian aid throughout the US and around the world.
The organization relies heavily on the generous donations from individuals around the globe. Here, Americares
employs a cause marketing-based enewsletter to communicate with their target audience. Although
traditionally a marketing strategy that occurred offline, organizations have been taking their campaign pleas to
online channels in recent years, with varying degrees of success. This Americares campaign takes its
fundraising appeal to the next level, urging subscribers to make an online donation with the extra incentive of
having their donation tripled in kind by its institutional donors. The direct appeal is made by Americares’
President and CEO. Although the tripling gift is a considerable incentive, this appeal sorely needs an emotional
trigger for subscribers to act, such as a spotlight on recent humanitarian efforts.
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kiva

Subject Line: Love is in the Air
Date: Tuesday, February 7, 2012 | Time: 7:49 PM EST
Brand: Kiva | Industry Category: Not-for-profit
Email Type: Cause marketing, Seasonal: Valentine’s Day
Review: Kiva is serious business. But that doesn’t mean their approach to prospective microlenders has to be.
In this cheeky Valentine’s Day campaign, Kiva encourages new and previous donors with the tongue-in-cheek
argument that couples who “lend together, stay together.” Kiva, an online portal whose mission is to combat
poverty by allowing individuals to make small loans to people in developing countries as a catalyst for success,
takes this opportunity to engage its readers with advice based on a fictional scientific study about the benefits
of Kiva lending in terms of relationships. The catchy “love it or hate it” headline draws the reader in and keeps
their attention as it unspools the tale of made up research as the driving force to lend today. With a clean
layout and a single message, Kiva hits the mark, and makes the reader smile at the same time. A sure-fire w
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courtyards of maple
curbed

real estate email samples
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courtyards of maple

Subject Line: European Inspired Condos coming soon to Maple
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2012 | Time: 11:42 AM
Brand: Courtyards of Maple | Industry Category: Real Estate
Email Type: Acquisition, Informational
Review: Let’s face it, real estate can be a tough sell in today’s economy. That’s why it is critical for real estate
developers and builders to stay in touch with potential home-buyer leads. Savvy real estate marketers seize
every opportunity to boost their prospect database with potential clients. No matter how home buyers come

real estate email samples
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in contact with developers or agents, there should always be an opportunity for them to sign up for email news
and updates. Here, Ontario-based real estate developer Courtyards of Maple announces a new property
development to its email subscribers - European inspired condominiums about to be built in the area. The
direct sales approach email features a stunning photo of the development, along with a photo of a typical
buyer. Key descriptions tout the spacious terraces, a private courtyard and a boutique condo feel. The email
also includes the starting price, contact information and a mild call to action. Although the email is visually
appealing, it is short on real selling points (sq. footage, tax incentives) and there is no real sense of urgency to
act (e.g. Only 30 units left!).

real estate email samples
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Subject Line: Tuxedo Park Estate, Built Atop Dodge Ruins, Tries for Double
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2012 | Time: 5:31 PM
Brand: Curbed | Industry Category: Real Estate
Email Type: Retention: newsletter
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Review: Curbed is an online real estate blog and website that breathes life into otherwise staid MLS property
listings with witty and fresh coverage. Advertisers include realty companies, developers, and brands looking to
reach high income households. Here, the Curbed enewsletter informs its subscribers about a home listing in
Tuxedo Park, New York at $4.4M, as well as offers updates on upscale LA neighborhood listings. With catchy
descriptions (“You’ll love this home more than your luggage”) and striking photos of the properties, Curbed
sets itself apart from the competition.
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restaurants and fast food email samples
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•

pizza hut
swiss chalet
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pizza hut

Subject Line: Online Exclusive: 2 Large Pizzas, 1 low price
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2012 Time: 2:28 PM
Brand: Pizza Hut | Industry Category: Restaurants, Fast Food
Email Type: Acquisition, Coupon
Review: In fast food marketing, it’s all about focusing on value and mouth-watering imagery. In this simple,
eye-catching email, Pizza Hut is promoting a traditional BOGO (buy one get one) offer, with a promotion to buy
two large pizzas for a low price, with a one week coupon expiry. Pizza Hut targets customers who signed up for
the company’s mailing list to drive sales – definitely a target market that wants to hear from the company. The
main challenge that remains is getting customers to act. Pizza Hut does this with a clear “Redeem your offer
now” call to action button, allowing the customer to order online, call in their order, or use the coupon at pick
up at a bricks and mortar Pizza Hut locations.
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swiss chalet

Subject line: Hurry! One week left for the spring special
Date: Friday, June 8, 2012 | Time: 3:07 PM
Brand: Swiss Chalet | Industry Category: Restaurants
Email type: Seasonal: Fathers Day, Acquisition: Coupon, Retention: Promotional
Review: Want to treat Dad to dinner and a movie for Father’s Day? In this email, Canadian rotisserie chicken
chain Swiss Chalet offers a tasty, time-limited offer for a value priced $9.99 for their famous quarter chicken
dinner, plus an added incentive to earn Scene loyalty points to redeem at local cinemas. They also include an
additional offer for a Father’s Day “bon appétit” gift card. The message makes it easy for subscribers to redeem
the offer by including the address of a nearby Swiss Chalet location in the message.
Though an enticing offer, there may be a bit too much going on here for one email. With all the focus, and
potential complexity of the offering, then explaining how to register for and redeem the Scene points with the
dinner coupon, Swiss Chalet may have over-reached. In the future, they might consider sending a separate
stand-alone email promotion for the additional Father’s Day “Bon Appetit” gift card.
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ann taylor
cvs
bed bath and beyond
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ann taylor

Subject line: Step Into Summer: Enjoy 40% off Shoes | Crop Pants & Capris 30% off
Date: Friday, June 3, 2012 | Time: 7:31am EST
Brand: Ann Taylor | Industry Category: Retail: Apparel
Email Type: Retention: Promotional
Review: What woman can resist a sizzling pair of pumps on a Summer Friday morning, especially if they’re on
sale? Ann Taylor appears to know their shoppers well and emphasizes the seasonal specials -- shoes front and
center, followed by a secondary promotional sale on crop pants and capris. Ann Taylor is more known for their
fashion clothing, rather than your “go to” shoe store. This promotional effort helps remind customers that they
do carry fashionable shoes as well. This promotion is also unique in its simplicity - as it is a straight forward,
traditional retail seasonal sale, offered online. The Ann Taylor email promo is designed to drive customers to
retail stores and online, without the added, and sometimes cumbersome step of an online code or coupon to
redeem for the discount. Ann Taylor also smartly offers recipients the option to share the offer via Facebook
and email, thereby potentially growing its email database.

retail email samples
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cvs

Subject Line: 2 DAYS LEFT! 12¢ 4x6 Prints, 40% Off Posters & More
Date: Friday, June 1, 2012 | Time: 10.39 AM
Brand: CVS | Industry Category: Drugstore, Retail, Diet & Health, Photos
Email type: Seasonal content – Father’s Day, acquisition
Review: CVS takes advantage of the Father’s Day holiday to promote its photo print sale. The key to photo
development sales is price and convenience, and CVS gets right to the point by promoting its low cost print
option (12¢ 4x6 photos) just in time for Father’s Day. Besides, who can resist that photo of the little guy with
his dad? CVS also offers new social networking (Facebook) and mobile phone apps that give consumers
convenient options for ordering. In an effort to upsell their photo services, CVS uses graphics to showcase
other photo gift ideas – all perfect for Father’s Day. A “sale ends tomorrow” call-out box increases urgency.

retail email samples
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Another very progressive feature in this email is the QR code, which when scanned, downloads the CVS photo
app on the users’ smart phone – prompting photo print orders right off the phone. In today’s market, where
almost everyone has a mobile with built in camera’s, it’s a smart strategy to sell photo prints, and save
consumers the step of downloading the photos to their computer, then ordering through the traditional online
channels or bringing in their USB to the bricks and mortar photo desk at CVS. Combining mobile, a seasonal
appeal, and smart email layout, this CVS email is a textbook example of a seasonal content email with
optimized for customer convenience.
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bed bath and beyond

Subject line: Hurry! Your 20% OFF online will expire soon. Celebrate summer in style
Date: Friday, June 8, 2012 | Time: 1:46 PM EST
Brand: Bed Bath and Beyond | Industry Category: Retail
Email Type: Promotional, Seasonal
Review: It’s party time! And this Bed, Bath and Beyond email wants you to know BB and B is your go-to place
for seasonal summer entertaining supplies. The colorful promo e-mail focuses on summer party

retail email samples
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entertainment with can’t-live-without gadgets like the “Keg O Rator” and margarita maker. The attractive “20
percent off any item” incentive when making an online purchase is meant to make you actually consider
sprucing up the backyard for your next patio party. The easy-to-read layout offers large images of the products,
as well as item names and pricing underneath. The free shipping offer at the bottom helps “close the deal” to
further incentivize a click through to the online store. One thing that is lacking is a “forward-to-a-friend” link at
the top right, in addition to their social share options. This feature would allow the customer to share the
information with a friend, spouse or other household decision maker, especially important when it comes to
bigger ticket items such as the patio furniture. Otherwise, save me a lime margarita… I’m on my way over to
this backyard bash!
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technology and software email samples
•

research in motion/ blackberry

•

cisco

•

apple

•

dell

•

ynab

•

yahoo! canada
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research in motion

Subject line: Message from Research In Motion CIO; Advocacy Group Praises BlackBerry Accessibility Features
Date: Friday, June 8, 2012 | Time: 3:57 PM
Brand: Blackberry | Industry Category: Technology
Email Type: Retention Newsletter
Review: Let’s face it, we are all inundated with advertisements for smartphones. RIM’s BlackBerry used to be
the only one around and practically sold itself. But with iPhones and Androids taking over the market, RIM’s
messaging has lacked consistency as it has grappled with the new market realities. And anyone who sells b2b
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technology at the enterprise level knows the competition is fierce and the sales cycles can last years. Enter
RIM’s BlackBerry Connection newsletter to “enterprise” subscribers. Here we can see attempts by BlackBerry
to stay relevant to its core business audience: IT decision makers in large corporations. Although due to delays
in their releases, there may be no “technology” news to share. However they do make the most of it, sharing a
recommendation they received from a handicapped advocacy group in regards to Blackberry’s alert features
which help the deaf and blind. The featured letter from RIM’s CIO is upfront about the challenges the company
faces, but lets subscribers know about the excitement over the upcoming BlackBerry 10 launch. BlackBerry
includes its entire social media icon set so subscribers can connect with the brand on various platforms. One
challenge with this email promotion is the visual. The RIM email’s signature white on black format stands out
and is consistent with their branding. But it can also makes for difficult reading, as it’s not always easy on the
eyes.
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cisco

Subject Line: Is your organization ready for virtualization and BYOD?
Date: Thursday, April 12, 2012 | Time: 10:43:17 AM
Brand: Cisco | Industry Category: Technology
Email Type: Invitation
Review: The deliberate bare-bones email is showing signs of making a tentative comeback in b2b marketing
circles. Surprisingly, here it is being used by big technology player Cisco to promote registrations to their threepart network performance webinar, hosted by industry expert Dr. Jim Metzler. And many would argue, that like
the old-fashioned direct mail sales letter, simplicity does have its advantages, including being easy to read by
recipients on all types of mobile devices. While modern email programs warn their users about "potential
privacy threats" or "this could be a phishing attempt", plain text emails don’t set off phishing or privacy alarm
bells. And – when paired with personalization – like this Cisco example, the bare-bones email can provide the
feel of a good old-fashioned “email from a friend.”
So go on, use this golden oldie format in your campaigns. But don’t forget that plain text still needs some
formatting to be properly readable. DO add in line breaks every 60-65 characters to break up long sections of
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text if you know most of your subscribers are reading the email on a mobile device. And integrate bullet points
for readers who “skim and scan.”
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Subject line: Our best music lineup yet.
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 | Time: 7:11 pm
Brand: Apple| Industry Category: Technology
Email Type: Acquisition, Product Launch
Review: Simplicity is often the best brand marketing principle and Apple truly understands this. With their
sleek design and fun colors, Apple products speak for themselves. In this email, Apple is introducing its latest
versions of its wildly popular iPod touch and iPod nano. Touting its new ultrathin design, stunning display and
amazing camera capabilities, Apple hopes to lure new buyers as well as entice current owners to upgrade to
the newest versions of its products. Conveniently placed “Buy it Now” buttons make online purchasing a
breeze. They also take the opportunity to upsell the new Apple EarPods, personalize the product with
engraving, cross-sell the iPhone and offer customer service. Although it sounds like a lot for one e-mail,
Apple’s creative and colorful design template keeps it simple.
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dell

Subject Line: Select PCs up to 42% off. Super savings in bloom
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2012 | Time: 9:25 AM
Brand: Dell | Industry Category: Technology
Email Type: Retention - Promotion, Acquisition
Review: “Last call, everyone!” Giving consumers a deadline, and creating a real sense of urgency is a crucial
component of email marketing. In this email, Dell tries to prevent consumer procrastination on purchases with
a “last call” end of season promotion on its PCs and electronics. Instead of providing just one call to action (for
example, “shop now”) to direct the subscriber to the online catalog, it also gives the consumer three different
call to action buttons for each item provided in the email, i.e “Shop Laptops,” “Shop Desktops,” and “Shop
Electronics”, making the email quite user friendly by catering to the customers’ interests. There are a couple
other smart features in this email which you won’t often see in others. First, Dell lets the subscriber know that
the email can be viewed on a mobile or web platforms. As well, Dell works on growing their email database by
addressing the person to whom the email may have been forwarded “Did someone forward you this message?
Subscribe here…”
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Subject Line: YNAB 4 in Depth: New Look, Autosave &Reconciliation
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012 | Time: 11:47 AM
Brand: You Need A Budget | Industry Category: Technology, Software
Email Type: Retention
Review: Have you ever bought a product and then never used it? This type of consumer behavior may be all
good – and indeed something you count on if your business is selling gym memberships. Not so good if you’re
a software company looking to convert free trial users to your paid edition. Getting the user to actually adopt,
use and engage with your product is paramount. You want to get them “addicted” to your software, so that it’s
an essential part of their lives. Enter YNAB, a relatively new personal money management and budgeting
software that has built a strong consumer following, and challenges big brands like Microsoft Money and
Quicken. YNAB, like many software companies offers a very popular free 30-day trial. But they know that
getting the user to download is just the beginning of the relationship. An ongoing campaign “conversation”
needs to take place to covert that free trial user to a paid customer. This includes offering discounts on the
paid version throughout the trial period, and also staying engaged with users by offering product training, tips
and reminders about the useful features to give them a slight “nudge” toward being a paid subscriber. This is
exemplified here with one of YNAB’s regular emails, presenting its subscribers with five blog posts that
highlight the new features of YNAB 4.
Another cool tactic YNAB employs is the personalization. All emails are “sent” from the founder of YNAB, Jess
Mecham, and written in a warm, personal style, as well as an easy to read bulleted plain text format. So you
almost feel as if you get to know Jesse throughout the campaign through a series of personal notes. By
including a signature, even as a JPEG, YNAB adds that final personal touch. Simple, but effective.
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yahoo! canada

Subject line: Vote Now in the 1st Annual Yahoo! Canada Awards
Date: Friday, October 12, 2012 | Time: 9:13 AM
Brand: Yahoo! Canada| Industry Category: Technology
Email Type: Call for Nominations
Review: This email calls on Yahoo! Canada users to take part in a fun, new awards program. Yahoo! Canada
asks followers to voice their opinion on some of the year’s hottest topics, from biggest buzz stories and notable
celebrities, to moments of sheer glory and absolute missteps. A fun “If I were the Prime Minister of Canada, I
would…” section offers readers an avenue for sharing ideas as well as the chance to win an iPhone 5. With
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numerous links throughout the e-mail, subscribers can jump from the email to vote on any number of topics.
This email, as are the awards themselves, is a new and inventive way for Yahoo! Canada to enhance its brand
and increasing its engagement and relevance with its audience, and drive traffic to the Yahoo! site, which helps
its advertising revenue. Yahoo! is also forward thinking by adding “Can’t view this” mobile AND browser links
at the top of the email. The fun colors, clean layout and attention-grabbing titles (The Good, The Bad and The
Ugly) make this email its own award winner.
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club med

Subject line: Discover award-winning vacations around the world during our Semi-Annual sale
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2012 | Time: 4:51 PM
Brand: Club Med | Industry Category: Travel
Email Type: Acquisition
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Review: Need to get away? Club Med certainly hopes so and does its best to entice subscribers with fun in
the sun photos to get our minds wandering. In travel marketing, it’s all about bookings, especially during nonpeak holiday seasons. With the majority of today’s travelers side-stepping traditional travel agents to research
and book their vacations online, email marketing is of vital importance to online tour operators, resorts,
airlines and hotels. As you can see in this Club Med email, price points are key to selling holiday packages.
Travellers booking online are looking for deals, and you can bet they’re doing their homework, researching
resort reviews and going to price comparison travel sites. Price and quality are the top criteria in the mind of
anyone seriously looking to book a vacation. However, Club Med cleverly turns this consumer mentality to
their advantage by clearly presenting the price points, and “quality badges” (i.e. “Travellers Choice 2011,
Certificate of Excellence”) on each of their vacation packages and allowing the consumers to scroll through the
various Club Med properties and hotel options in different countries.
Club Med should also be lauded for setting itself apart in the travel industry by embracing mobile, offering a
proprietary app to let consumers virtually “visit” their resorts. Gorgeous beach photos, low prices, award
winning resorts and easy online comparisons? Count us in!
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ceasars palace

Subject line: Paradise is Waiting. Book Your Poolside Package from $103/Night!
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 | Time: 1.38pm
Brand: Caesars Palace Las Vegas | Industry Category: Travel
Email Type: Acquisition
Review: Vegas is known for three things: gambling, women, and money. This luxurious lifestyle photo
highlights at least two out of three. Assumedly targeted at single and coupled men, the email exemplifies the
Caesars’ brand and the image entices the customer with a “this could be you,” appeal. Caesars’ Resorts also
employs an email marketing best practice of optimizing its emails so readers that might have images turned off
can see the stunning creative and the spirit of the message. “Share-ability” with social media is increasingly
important in the travel sector Caesars’ is playing in, allowing users to share the special deal with friends and
family who may factor in to their travel plans. While Ceasar’s does have social sharing links at the top, this
email lacks a “forward-to-a-friend” link to allow the customer to share the information with a fellow decision
maker via email The email also lacks a deadline, and hence the offer is missing a sense of urgency, which could
help drive more leads and bookings. This e-mail grabs your attention, but may fail ultimately in getting the
reader to act.
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tim hudak, ontario progressive conservatives

Subject line: First to Know: An Agenda for Growth
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 | Time: 9:49 AM
Brand: Tim Hudak, Ontario PC Party| Industry Category: Political
Email Type: Political
Review: Nothing is more important for a political candidate than to get his beliefs and ideas in front of the
voters. Here, Ontario PC Party candidate Tim Hudak hits all the right notes in this informative message to his
followers. First, he announces the release of his planned agenda for change and offers a quick link for all to the
document. He then outlines some issues of voter concern (jobs creation, taxes), including statistical
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background, and offers hope for change through his agenda (again linking the document). Finally, he offers an
opportunity for feedback. The name of the email – First to Know – gives his followers the feeling of being party
“insider.” The text based style is easy to read on mobile or PC without worrying about images. The creative
execution reflects the image this conservative candidate wants to project; No frills, all substance.
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bee media

Subject line: Are you available to connect at the ICSC Conference next Thursday in Toronto?
Date: Monday, October 17, 2011 | Time: 9:49 AM
Brand: Bee Media| Industry Category: B2B, Technology
Email Type: Invitation
napkin marketing created this e-mail campaign for Bee Media to introduce and generate interest in the app
among Bee Media’s potential retail partners.
Bee Media knew how important it was to create buzz around the launch of their new location-based smart
phone shopping app. They even knew that an upcoming ICSC (International Council of Shopping Centres) was
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just the place to showcase their product to gain visibility with potential retail partners, advertisers and
promote end-user app downloads. Bee Media sent this to prospective retailers and business partners in
advance of the event, inviting them to the Bee Media booth. The idea was to get conference attendees excited
about stopping at Bee Media’s booth with a significant giveaway opportunity. The email strategically employed
the unusual use of a QR code as part of the creative. You may be asking yourself, “why put a QR code in the
actual email, when just a link may do? Well, because the Bee Media app was only usable on a smart phone, it
was paramount for the company to get as many people downloading and using the app on their mobiles as
possible. Hence the idea was that the email recipient can scan the QR code on their computer screen, and
download it right to their phone.
The Overall Campaign: Bee Media called on napkin marketing to ensure their launch was a successful one.
napkin marketing created a fully integrated marketing campaign that included this email above, plus many
other launch components including dynamic point of sale retail signage, a corporate video, Bee Media
brochures, and shopper-targeted printed collateral to promote the Bee Media app at retail partner locations.
Client Results: This napkin marketing email campaign resulted in a successful B2B product launch for Bee
Media’s smartphone app, and drew enthusiastic interest by retailers and advertisers at the ICSC trade show. A
strong turnout at the conference generated high client interest with over 200 booth visitors and more than 300
downloads of the app – via QR codes strategically placed on Bee Media marcom. With an email database
swelled from leads at the conference, Bee Media can now use the developed email template to keep on
communicating with their lead base, continuing to promote its advertising opportunities and app downloads.
Like our work? See more napkin marketing portfolio samples here.
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yahoo! canada

Subject line: You are invited! – Clicking with Jane: Marketing to the Chief Household Officer Online
Date: Wednesday, April 16, 2008 | Time: 7:30 AM
Brand: Yahoo! Canada| Industry Category: B2B, Events
Email Type: Invitation
Every advertiser wants to know the secret to successful online marketing, and Yahoo! promises insight into a
highly sought-after target group – women, or as Yahoo! coins them CHO’s, “Chief Household Officers”. As
Trade Marketing Manager for Yahoo! Canada, Adina Zaiontz, (now Director of napkin marketing) along with the
Yahoo! design team wrote and developed this attention-grabbing email campaign that served as an invitation
for Yahoo! advertisers, clients and partners to attend the Yahoo! speaker series specifically geared to
marketing to women. The e-mail includes an interesting headline, informative copy, logistical information, as
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well as an impressive lineup of speakers to attract attendees. Also part of the campaign was a Summit Series
landing page and registration form with a similarly branded and unified look.
Client Results: A great seminar topic plus an effective e-mail marketing campaign equals a home run for
Yahoo! This campaign generated an unprecedented 80% click- through rate. Consequently, the conference
sold out with over 300 attendees, generating long-standing advertiser interest in Yahoo!
Like our work? See more napkin marketing portfolio samples here.
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80/20 solutions

Subject line: Get New Digital Marketing Guide: Social + Mobile + Email Integration
Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 | Time: 7:15 AM
Brand: 80/20 Solutions| Industry Category: B2B, Technology
Email Type: Acquisition
Deceptively simple! This text-based email campaign was designed for a B2B software company as a lead
acquisition effort aimed at marketing and advertising professionals. An original ebook, “The Future of Digital
Marketing” was offered as a “freemium” download. In this project, napkin marketing sourced and managed
the lead list of advertising and marketing professionals, wrote and designed the eBook and handled all aspects
of the book's marketing and launch, including this campaign which employed A/B Split testing to try several
different versions with alternate creative execution and subject line copy to optimize for best results.
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This version, of three campaigns that ran, was the most successful, attributed to the simple, mobile-friendly
text layout and the targeted lead list.

Results: The combination of the right lead list, simple format, A/B testing and a compelling ebook
offer resulted in an affective lead acquisition effort. This new design concept beat its control email by
an impressive 30%, with open rates of over 23% - sky high for the B2B category. The email promotion
also increased lead acquisition and eBook downloads by 60% over the control campaign.
Like our work? See more napkin marketing portfolio samples here.
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about the author
Adina Zaiontz is Director and Founder of napkin marketing, where she is responsible for setting the
overall direction and product strategy for the company. napkin marketing is a Toronto, Canada-based
advertising and web design firm, specializing in helping small and medium sized businesses reach
new customers online, by effectively sharing their business and brand story, and leveraging social
media, email and search marketing.
Prior to starting napkin marketing, Adina worked at Yahoo!, one of the world’s largest online media
companies, most recently as the Trade Marketing Manager for Yahoo! Canada. In her role, Adina
managed the B2B marketing effort behind Yahoo's multi-million dollar media sales and search
business.
Prior to joining Yahoo!, Adina worked for Rogers Media and Glacier Business Information Group, two
of Canada’s largest B2B publishers, developing trade and industry specific websites for construction,
mining, health and safety, and manufacturing magazines.
Through her consulting company, MarketConsult, Adina has assisted businesses ranging from dot com
start ups to brand name companies like BMG Music, HP Canada and CIBC sharpen their online and
traditional marketing strategies.
Adina has been involved in numerous marketing and not-for-profit associations, including her recent
roles as Board Member, Healthy Start, Healthy Future, Communications Director on the Board of the
Circulation Management Association of Canada (CMC) and board member on the Canadian
Marketing Association’s Digital Council. Adina is an accomplished speaker, having been a featured
presenter on the topic of online marketing at conferences including the US National Religious
Broadcasters, Canada’s MAGS U, the Canadian Institute’s Social Media Conference and Small Business
Innovation Centres across Ontario.
Adina is a graduate of the Schulich School of Business at York University. Her most important job is
that of Mom. She currently resides in Richmond Hill, Ontario along with her husband and two very
small, but fast moving children.
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about napkin marketing
helping YOUR business get MORE business!
napkin marketing believes professional, high quality design and marketing services should be
accessible to everyone, not just those with big budgets. At napkin marketing you can order custom,
affordable design or marketing services and have proofs ready, in just 48 hours. Our clients get
downtown design aesthetic and Silicon Valley marketing solutions, without the attitude or the rates.
we provide on-demand marketing and design services
Whether you need a one-off project, such as an email design or logo, or an entire integrated
campaign, including print, digital and social, coupled guided by strategic consulting, we can provide a
full service offering to meet your business needs. At napkin marketing, every project is teamed with
a designer, programmer and account manager (with other experts such as copywriters and specialists
brought in as needed). We take the necessary time to research your market, understand your
business, and provide powerful solutions to your project requirements. Plus, you’re backed with your
Account Manager’s live support that’s always just a click or phone call away.
who we are: what’s in a name?
In case you were wondering, we don’t make napkins. What we do specialize in is great marketing
ideas and quick, affordable, flawless execution. So why the name? Great marketing ideas can strike
anywhere. Some of the world’s most brilliant ad campaigns started with a simple drawing on the
back of a napkin. That’s our inspiration. napkin marketing helps you take your big idea from napkin
sketch to next level. We specialize in transforming your concept to a real life marketing program,
with measurable ROI results, delivered on time and on budget.
our team: over 15 years of design and marketing expertise
napkin marketing is a Toronto, Canada-based advertising firm. We are run by a team of marketing
professionals, designers and developers that are passionate about helping businesses develop their
brand, grow, and attract new customers. The team’s experience comes from Fortune 500 brands
such as Yahoo! Canada, Rogers Media, HP Canada, CIBC, and many other smaller online ventures. As
a result, the team has experience understanding and developing design and marketing solutions for
businesses and web properties of all sizes. We specialize in bringing big business marketing solutions
to small businesses, at an affordable price.
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professional marketing services
napkin marketing specializes in premium digital marketing services whether you simply require some

extra help with email marketing or need an entire marketing strategy and package.
Our services include:
•

web design/re-design

•

copywriting

•

B2C and B2B email marketing

•

PPC ad management

•

online classified ads

•

social marketing and public relations

•
•

traditional marketing collateral such as mailers, brochures and printed ads
corporate video

Find out how napkin marketing can help take your business to the next level. Contact us today to start
the conversation!

